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I watch the moon as it rises on your lovely face
I think of all the places you have yet to go
What a wonder, you will know
In all the things yet to discover
Like the autumn colors
With all your seasons changing in this world

I hung the moon there to shine upon your lovely face
I made the universe to dance when your heart sings
In hope that someday you would see my love
uncovered
Like a long lost letter left to lead you home
Never be alone

For I have made a promise
And so it will be
This is a promise everlasting
I belong to you, and you to Me
So ask me once again
And it remains as it was to begin
A promise, and a promise you cannot change
It remains the same

I color life like a painting on your heart and soul
I made the wonder and the mystery you dream of

And if that is not enough - I'll never leave you
Of all the things I've promised you
Remember that love is for always
And I will never change

For I have made a promise
And so it will be
This is a promise everlasting
I belong to you, and you to Me
So ask me once again
And it remains as it was to begin
A promise, and a promise you cannot change

So keep on watching
Keep on waiting
Let your soul ignite and shine it like a candle in the
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night
So the promise never dies
Keep it alive

I have made a promise
And so it will be
This is a covenant everlasting
I belong to you, and you to Me
So ask me once again
And it remains as it was to begin
A promise, and a promise you cannot change
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